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Abstract: The Pierre Auger Observatory is the world’s largest cosmic ray observatory. Our current exposure
reaches nearly 40,000 km2 str and provides us with an unprecedented quality data set. The performance and
stability of the detectors and their enhancements are described. Data analyses have led to a number of major
breakthroughs. Among these we discuss the energy spectrum and the searches for large-scale anisotropies.
We present analyses of our Xmax data and show how it can be interpreted in terms of mass composition. We
also describe some new analyses that extract mass sensitive parameters from the 100% duty cycle SD data. A
coherent interpretation of all these recent results opens new directions. The consequences regarding the cosmic ray
composition and the properties of UHECR sources are briefly discussed.
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1 The Pierre Auger Observatory
The Pierre Auger Collaboration is composed of more than
500 members from 19 different countries. The observa-
tory [1], the world’s largest, is located in the southern part
of the province of Mendoza in Argentina. It is dedicated to
the studies of Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR)
from a fraction of EeV1 to the highest energies ever ob-
served at several hundreds of EeV. The Observatory com-
prises several instruments working in symbiosis :
• A surface detector array (SD) of 1600 water
Cherenkov detectors (WCD) arranged on a regular
triangular grid of 1500 m and covering 3000 km2 [2].
• 4 sites with fluorescence detector (FD) (each site
contains 6 telescopes for a total of 1800 azimuth by
300 zenith field of view) [3].
• A subarray, the Infill, with 71 water Cherenkov de-
tectors on a denser grid of 750 m covering nearly 30
km2 [4]. This subarray is part of the AMIGA exten-
sion that will also have buried muon counters at each
71 WCD locations (7 are in place [30]).
• 3 High Elevation Auger Telescopes (HEAT) located
at one of the fluorescence site [5] dedicated to the
fluorescence observation of lower energy showers.
• A subarray of 124 radio sensors (AERA, Auger
Engineering Radio Array) working in the MHz range
and covering 6km2 [6].
• A sub Array of 61 radio sensors (EASIER, Extensive
Air Shower Identification with Electron Radiometer)
working in the GHz range and covering 100km2 [7].
• Two GHz imaging radio telescope AMBER [8] and
MIDAS [9] with respectively 14ox14o and 10ox20o
field of views.
The three last items are R&D on the detection of extensive
air showers using the radio emission of the EM cascade in
the atmosphere.
Pierre Auger Observatory performance monitoring system
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Figure 3: Left: number of active WCDs normalised to the nominal number of WCDs in the array, as a function of time.
Right: number of active hexagons as a function of time.
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Figure 4: Percentage of PMTs which do not verify the
quality criteria among the functioning ones, as a function
of time.
of the implementation of the quality cut procedure are
available via a dedicated SD section. In Fig. 4 we show the
percentage of PMTs which do not verify the quality criteria
among the functioning ones, since the completion of the
array, and this allows us to check the time evolution of the
number of rejected PMTs.
The most important parameters of the SD calibration [8]
are the peak current measured for a vertical muon, IVEM1
(so-called peak) and the corresponding charge QVEM
(so-called area). The calibration procedure allows the
conversion of one VEM in electronics units. IVEM and
QVEM are available from the local station software using the
signal produced by the atmospheric muons. To control the
uniformity of the detector response, as well as its evolution
with time, the distributions of both the peak and the area
can be displayed for all the PMTs of the SD array. Examples
of such distributions are shown in Fig. 5, corresponding to
one month of data for two different years. The uniformity
and the stability of the calibration parameters ensure a
stable and uniform response to shower signals. The decrease
of the area mean value is due to a convolution of water
transparency, Tyvek R￿ reflection and electronic response of
the WCDs. This does not affect the quality of the data [9].
Beside individual trigger rates and PMT parameters of
each WCD, which can be checked over long periods, the
T3 trigger rates are also monitored since they reflect the
evolution of the SD response. As an example, the T3 trigger
rate over past year is shown on Fig. 6.
4.2 Fluorescence Detector
The calculation of the on-time for each FD telescope
is derived by taking into account the status of the data
acquisition, of the telescopes, the camera pixels, the
communication system, among others. Details of the
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Figure 5: Distribution of the peak (top) and area (bottom)
over all working PMTs (one month of data) for 2 different
years.
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Figure 6: T3 trigger rate over past year.
on-time and exposure calculations, necessary ingredients for
the measurement of the energy spectrum, are given in [10].
Since July 2007 a tool based on the monitoring system [11]
is available for the on-time calculation, accounting also
for vetoed time intervals induced by the operation of the
LIDAR system or in the case of an excessive rate of FD
triggers. The average variances and the on-time-fraction
of individual telescopes are calculated for time-intervals
of ten minutes, balancing the statistical precision of the
calculated on-time with the information frequency. After the
initial phase due to the start-up of the running operations the
mean on-time is about 13% for all the FD-sites. A program
performing the calculation is running on the database
server and the appropriate tables are continuously filled
1. VEM: Vertical Equivalent Muon.
21
Figure 1: Normalized number of active SD stations as a
function of time ([14]).
In total the Auger collaboration has provided to this
conference 32 contributions [10], including 3 contribu-
tions [41, 42, 43] done in collaboration with the Telescope
Array collaboration (TA) [44]. These contributions describe
the wide range of detector techniques, analyses tools, moni-
toring system and scientific results developed and produced
by the collaboration. In this short highlight only a fraction
of those contributions can be presented.
After a brief description of the detector status and of the
data selection, we present the updated energy scale and cor-
responding energy spectra, as measured by the various co -
ponents of the observatory. We also report on the measure-
ments of the two first m ments (mean and variance) of the
longitudinal shower profile Xmax distributions in several en-
ergy bins and interpret them in terms of mass composition
using recent update of the high energy generators [50, 51].
We describe new analysis techniques that allow us to
measure the muonic content of extensive air showers. The
analyses, based on the SD data set, profit from the high
statistics from this detector with nearly 100% duty cycle.
They allow us to confront models for hadronic interactions
at high energies with data at the highest energies and also
to recover mass sensitive parameters independently from
the FD measurements.
1. 1 EeV = 1018 eV or 0.16 J
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Auger SD Auger hybrid
1500m vertical 1500m inclined 750m vertical
Data taking period 01/2004 - 12/2012 01/2004 - 12/2012 08/2008 - 12/2012 11/2005 - 12/2012
Exposure
[
km2 sr yr
]
31645±950 8027±240 79±4 -
Zenith angles [◦] 0−60 62−80 0−55 0−60
Threshold energy Eeff [eV] 3×1018 4×1018 3×1017 1018
No. of events (E > Eeff) 82318 11074 29585 11155
No. of events (golden hybrids) 1475 175 414 -
Energy calibration (A) [EeV] 0.190±0.005 5.61±0.1 (1.21±0.07) ·10−2 -
Energy calibration (B) 1.025±0.007 0.985±0.02 1.03±0.02 -
Table 1: Summary of the experimental parameters describing data of the different measurements at the Pierre Auger Observatory.
Numbers of events are given above the energies corresponding to full trigger efficiency ([16]).
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in. The web-interface displays the stored quantities. The
FD and hybrid2 on-time of each telescope as well as the
accumulated on-time since 1 Jul 2007 for the six telescopes
of Coihueco and for the three telescopes of HEAT are
plotted on Fig. 7. Similar plots are available for the FD on
the monitoring web pages, showing the on-time in quasi
real-time for he shifter as a diagnosti and figure of merit.
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Figure 7: Top: time evolution of the average hybrid on-time
fraction for the four FD sites and HEAT. The thick gray line
defines the scheduled data-taking time fraction limited to
the nights with moon-fraction lower than 60%. Bottom: the
accumulated on-time since 1 Jul 2007 for the six telescopes
of Coihueco and for the three telescopes of HEAT.
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Figure 8: Mean energy for reconstructed hybrid events.
4.3 Hybrid data quality
Thanks to the smooth running of the Observatory, the
performance of the hybrid detector is demonstrated as a
function of time using a sample of events fulfilling basic
reconstruction requirements, such as a reliable geometrical
reconstruction and accurate longitudinal profile and energy
measurement.
In Fig. 8, the mean energy of the hybrid events above
1018 eV with distance to the shower maximum between 7
and 25 km (corresponding to the 90% of the entire hybrid
data sample) is shown as a function of time. This plot
demonstrates the hybrid data long term stability.
5 Conclusions
The Auger Monitoring system is used to control on-line the
running of the Observatory and to solve the troubles raised
by the alarms. Moreover, it provides also a large number of
valuable displays to check the quality of data taking and the
long term performances of both the SD and FD.
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2. Hybrid events are events measured by both FD and SD.
Figure 2: Hybrid on-time fraction for the four FD sites
and HEAT. The thick gray line defines the scheduled data-
taking (limited to nights with less than 60% moon-fraction.
([14]).
Last but not least we report on the searches for large
scale anisotropies in the EeV range, and their consequences.
1.1 Status
The hybrid concept has been pioneered by the Auger collab-
oration and allows, among other things, for calibration of
the SD that is fully data driven, thus avoiding the uncertain-
ties related to the use on Monte Carlo simulated showers.
Such calibration allows the transfer of the high precision
calorimetric information collected by the FD to the 100%
duty cycle SD. In the following the term hybrid will also re-
fer to those events that are observed simultaneously by the
SD and FD, they form a specific data set called the hybrid
data.
To fully benefit from this technique it is however manda-
tory to monitor with extreme precision both the detectors
activity and the atmospheric experimental conditions. Out
of the major correction terms applied to the FD energy, the
atmospheric transmission through aerosols has the largest
time variation and must be followed most closely.
The Auger site is equipped with an extensive set of instru-
ments that measure the atmospheric conditions [35, 36, 37].
These instruments allow us to determine within accuracies
of a few percent the hourly vertical aerosol optical depth
(VAOD) as well as to obtain a sky representation of the
cloud coverage.
In addition to the atmosphere monitoring, an extensive
collection of hardware and software tools have been de-
veloped and are used to monitor (up to second by second)
the activity of the different detector components. This pro-
vides on-line as well as long term detector and data quality
control [14]. Examples of such monitoring information are
shown in figure 1 and 2.
In Fig. 1 the activity of each individu l WCD station
is reported (the data averaged in the plot is collected each
second). One can visually measure the nearly constant and
efficient activity of the array which is about 98% on average.
In Fig. 2 we show the hybrid on-time fraction of our FD
sites. Such monitoring allows for a precise determination of
the experimental exposure as well as for a precise control
of the data quality.
1.2 Data sets
The data sets used for the various analyses presented here
and at the conference have minor variations from one anal-
ysis to the next as described in detail in the corresponding
conference contributions [10]. However, they share some
common features.
The data taking period extends from 1 January 2004 to 31
December 2012, thus updating the measurements we have
published earlier. To ensure an appropriate and accurate
reconstruction of the cosmic ray parameters such has the
arrival direction and energy or of the characteristics of the
shower longitudinal development (e.g. Xmax) several quality
cuts are applied. For the SD analyses it is for example
required that the WCD with the largest signal be surrounded
by six working and active WCDs at the time of the event.
Different attenuation characteristics of the electromag-
netic and muonic shower components lead to different re-
construction methods for the different associated zenith an-
gle ranges. We distinguish in particular between vertical
events with a zenith angle θ between 0 and 60◦ (or θ < 55◦
for the Infill) and inclined events with a zenith angle be-
tween 62 and 80◦.
As mentioned, the energies of SD events are determined
from the cross calibration with the FD using the hybrid
data set. The SD size parameters S (S38, S35 and N19), for
the regular array, the 750 m Infill and the inclined data
sets respectively, are related to the FD energy using a
calibration curve of the form EFD = ASB. The value of
those parameters are reported in Table 1 together with the
corresponding data sets sizes and main characteristics.
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Changes in FD energies at 1018 eV
Absolute fluorescence yield -8.2%
New optical efficiency 4.3%
Calibr. database update 3.5%
Sub total (FD calibration) 7.8%
Likelihood fit of the profile 2.2%
Folding with the point spread function 9.4%
Sub total (FD profile reconstruction ) 11.6%
New invisible energy 4.4%
Total 15.6%
Table 2: Changes to the shower energy at 1018 eV ([11]).
A. Schulz et al. Energy spectrum measured at the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Figure 3: Distribution of the ratio between the reconstructed SD
and FD energy, ESD and EFD. Ratios are obtained from data and
QGSJet-II.03 simulations [26] (see text).
The energy spectra obtained from the three SD datasets
are shown in Fig. 4. Due to the calibration with events
observed by the FD, the SD energies share the uncertainty of
the FD energy scale of 14%, which will be further explained
in the next section.
3 Flux measurements with the hybrid
detector
The hybrid approach is based on the detection of showers
observed by the FD in coincidence with at least one station
of the SD array. Although a signal in a single station does
not allow an independent trigger and reconstruction in SD,
it is a sufficient condition for a very accurate determination
of the shower geometry using the hybrid reconstruction.
To ensure good energy reconstruction, only events that
satisfy strict quality criteria are accepted [13]. In particular,
to avoid a possible bias in event selection due to the
differences between shower profiles initiated by primaries
of different mass, a shower is retained only if its geometry
would allow a reliable measurement of any shower profile
that occurs in the full data set. A detailed simulation of
the detector response has shown that for zenith angles less
than 60◦, every FD event above 1018 eV passing all the
selection criteria is triggered by at least one SD station,
independent of the mass or direction of the incoming
primary particle [13].
The measurement of the flux of cosmic rays using hybrid
events relies on the precise determination of the detector
exposure that is influenced by several factors. The response
of the hybrid detector strongly depends on energy and
distance from the relevant fluorescence telescope, as well
as atmospheric and data taking conditions. To properly
take into account all of these configurations and their time
variability, the exposure has been calculated using a sample
of simulated events that reproduce the exact conditions of
the experiment [13]. The total systematic uncertainty on the
calculation of the exposure ranges from 14% at 1018 eV to
below 6% above 1019 eV [13]. The current hybrid exposure
as a function of energy is shown in Fig. 1 compared with
the exposures of the surface detectors.
The energy spectrum reconstructed from hybrid events
will be presented at the conference and in the updated ver-
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Figure 4: Energy spectra, corrected for energy resolution, derived
from SD and from hybrid data.
sion of this paper. Data taken in the time period given in Ta-
ble 1 are included. The main systematic uncertainty is due
to the energy assignment which relies on the knowledge of
the fluorescence yield (3.6%), atmospheric conditions (3%-
6%), absolute detector calibration (9%) and shower recon-
struction (6%) [23]. The invisible energy is calculated with
a new, simulation-driven but model-independent method
with an uncertainty of 1.5%-3% [27].
4 Combined energy spectrum
The hybrid spectrum extends the SD 1500m spectrum
below the energy of full trigger efficiency of 3×1018 eV
and overlaps with the spectrum of the 750m array above
1018 eV. The latter is fitted up to 3×1018 eV and extends
the measurement of the energy spectrum below 1018 eV.
The spectrum of inclined events contributes above its full
efficiency threshold of 4×1018 eV and provides an indepen-
dent measurement in this energy range. We combine these
measurements into a single energy spectrum.
The SD measurements are affected by uncertainties due
to the energy calibrations (see Table 1). These uncertain-
ties are taken into account by minimizing the energy cali-
bration likelihoods together with the smearing corrections
due to bin-to-bin migrations. In this combined maximum-
likelihood fit, the normalizations of the different spectra are
allowed to vary within the exposure uncertainties as stated
in Table 1.
The combined energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 5 to-
gether with the number of observed events within each bin.
To characterize the spectral features we describe the data
with a power law below the ankle J(E)∝ E−γ1 and a power
law with smooth suppression above:
J(E;E > Ea) ∝ E−γ2
￿
1+ exp
￿
log10E− log10E1/2
log10Wc
￿￿−1
.
γ1, γ2 are the spectral indices below/above the ankle at Ea.
E1/2 is the energy at which the flux has dropped to half
of its peak value before the suppression, the steepness of
which is described with log10Wc.
The resulting spectral parameters are given in Table 2. To
match the energy spectra, the SD 750m spectrum has to be
scaled up by 2%, the inclined spectrum up by 5% and the hy-
Figure 3: The Auger energy spectra obtained from the
various SD and hybrid data sets. ([16]).
The overall up-time and efficiency of the SD is about
98% while that of the FD is 13%. The energy resolution of
the SD alone is 12% (statistical) above 10 EeV while the
angular resolution is less than 1◦ in that energy range.
The total exposure, corresponding to the data sets pre-
sented in table 1 is about 40,000 km2 sr yr. From now on,
over 6 000km2 sr yr are expected to be collected each year.
It is interesting to note that the combination of our
horizontal and vertical data sets gives us a remarkably
large sky coverage (up to nearly 50◦ declination North).
In addition, a recent upgrade of our triggering system,
especially at the local WCD level, is being commissioned.
It will allow us to bring the energy at which the SD reaches
full trigger efficiency from 3 EeV down to about 1 EeV and
to significantly improve our photon sensitivities in the EeV
range.
1.3 Absolute Energy Scale
On top of the extensive monitoring of the atmosphere
and of the FD operation as a function of time, one must
also perform very detailed studies of the light collection
efficiencies, and frequently calibrate or check the calibration
of the instruments. An extensive campaign of measurements
and control have been performed at Auger to improve the
knowledge of our energy scale and to reduce the systematic
uncertainties associated with it [11].
Corrections to the absolute energy scale come from vari-
ous sources. Among these are the fluorescence yield [46],
the point spread function measurements performed with our
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Figure 4: The combined Auger energy spectrum compared
to spectra from different astrophysical scenarios.
flying light source (the Octocopter now also jointly used at
TA [41]), the changes in the reconstruction of the shower
longitudinal profile, the better understanding of the tele-
scope point spread function and accurate simulation of the
optics through detailed ray-tracing [13], the improvements
in the analyses and in particular in the estimation of the
missing energy [12]. A summary of the changes at a ref-
erence energy of 1 EeV is given in table 2, amounting to
+15.6%. There is an small energy dependence associated
with some of those corrections and the global shift becomes
+11.3% at 10 EeV.
These extensive studies also have allowed better control
of the uncertainties associated with each of those correc-
tions. While our overall systematic uncertainty was 22% at
the 32nd ICRC in Beijing (China, 2011), it is now reduced
to 14%.
2 Spectrum
After energy calibration the exposure for each data set
(hybrid, Infill, SD vertical and SD horizontal) is carefully
evaluated on the basis of our precise monitoring systems.
The corresponding spectra are shown in Fig. 3.
Those spectra are combined to form the Auger spectrum
as shown in figure 4. The combination process relies upon
a maximum likelihood method that allows for a normal-
ization adjustment between the various spectra [16]. The
corrections, which are well within the normalization uncer-
tainty of the individual spectra, amount to -6%, +2%, -1%
and +4% respectively. The total number of events compris-
ing the spectrum shown in figure 4 is about 130,000.
This unprecedented statistical accuracy allows clear
identification of two features in the energy spectrum, the
Ankle and a cut-off at the highest energy. At the Ankle
the spectral index changes from -3.23±0.07 to -2.63±0.04
at a break point energy of 5 EeV. Above 20 EeV the
spectrum starts to deviate from a simple power law and a
flux suppression (a cut-off) is observed. At E50% = 40 EeV
the observed spectrum is half of what is expected from
the extrapolation of the power law observed just above
the Ankle. When compared to a simple continuation of a
power-law, the significance of the cut-off is more than 20
sigma, however its origin, as that of the Ankle is yet to be
determined.
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Figure 5: Evolution of 〈Xmax〉 and σ Xmax as a function of energy. Measurements are from the hybrid data set of Auger.
([19]).
These features can originate from interactions of the
cosmic rays with the intergalactic radiation field (mainly
the CMB) during their transport from their sources to
the Earth. This is the case for example of the e+e− pair
or pion production (GZK) from protons off the CMB
photons for the Ankle and the cut-off respectively or of
the photo-disintegration of nuclei. Such features also can
originate from the sources spatial distributions and/or their
acceleration characteristics, in this case the Ankle could
sign the transition from a Galactic dominated cosmic ray
sky to an extra-galactic dominated one while the cut-off
would directly reflect the maximum energy reachable by
the sources themselves. Various scenarios have been put
forward, combining these possible origins in various ways
(see e.g. [45] for an overview).
The models shown in figure 4 assume either a pure
proton or pure iron composition. The fluxes result from
different assumptions of the spectral index β of the source
injection spectrum and the source cosmological evolution
parameter m. The maximum energy of the source was set
in these particular examples to 100 EeV and 300 EeV, the
former describing better the data in the cut-off region. The
model lines have been calculated using CRPropa [47] and
validated with SimProp [48].
Despite its high statistical accuracy, the energy spectrum
alone is not sufficient to distinguish between the various
scenarios. There are simply too many unknowns (source
distributions and evolution, acceleration characteristics,
cosmic ray mass composition). Other observables such as
anisotropies and mass composition parameters will have to
be combined to disentangle the situation.
3 Mass composition
The hybrid nature of the Auger observatory allows for a
very precise measurement of the shower longitudinal profile
on a subset of less than 10% of the events (the hybrid data
set). The combination of the FD and SD allows for a precise
determination of the shower geometry which in turn allows
measurement of the position of the maximum shower size
(Xmax) with an accuracy of better than 20 g / cm2.
The updated (but preliminary) results regarding the
evolution with energy of the two first moments of the
Xmax distributions are shown in Fig. 5. When compared
to the model lines, the data clearly indicate a change of
behavior at a few EeV, i.e. in the Ankle region.
While predictions of different models may not be an ac-
curate representation of nature for the absolute values of
〈Xmax〉, hence making it difficult to convert with confidence
this data into mass values, they have similar predictions
(within 20 g/cm2 for 〈Xmax〉 and 10 g/cm2 for σ Xmax ) for
those parameters. In particular, all models predict that for
a constant composition the elongation rate (slope of the
〈Xmax〉 evolution) and σ Xmax are also constant as a function
of energy. This is at clear variance from the measurements
themselves. Hence, under the hypothesis that no new inter-
action phenomena in the air shower development come into
play in that energy range, the data clearly support that the
composition evolves in the Ankle region.
While subject to the belief that current interaction mod-
els do represent reality, it is possible to convert the mea-
sured data into the first two moments of the lnA distribution
at the top of the atmosphere [52]. This is shown in Fig. 6 us-
ing several hadronic interaction models [49, 50, 51]. From
this conversion it is possible to interpret the aforementioned
evolution as a change from light to medium light compo-
sition with a minimum in the average lnA just before the
Ankle, i.e. between 2 and 3 EeV. Looking at the σ2 lnA plot,
one can also argue that the evolution is slow in terms of
masses (σ2 lnA stays below 2 in the whole range indicating
that the mix is between nearby masses rather than between
proton and iron)2. We also observed that for some model
the central predicted variance of lnA is negative but this is
not the case within our systematic uncertainties.
4 Hadronic Interactions
We have performed several analyses to extract a muon
size parameter from the hybrid or SD data sets. These
analyses [20, 21, 22, 23] all indicate that current hadronic
interaction models predict muon sizes that are smaller
(by at least 20%) than observed in the data, unless one
assumes that the data is composed of pure iron which is
in contradiction, according to the same models, with the
observed Xmax distributions.
2. 〈lnA〉 is 0 for pure proton and 4 for pure iron while σ2 lnA is 0
for pure composition and 4 for a 50:50 p/Fe mix.
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Figure 6: Conversion to ￿lnA￿ and σ2 lnA using various hadronic interaction models. The red bands indicate the systematic
uncertainties.([19]).
In [23] we have selected all showers (411) measured in280
hybrid mode with an energy between 100.8 and 101.2 EeV.281
For each of those showers, we have generated Monte Carlo282
events with similar energies selecting those which also283
matched the measured longitudinal profile. Then, for those284
matching events, the predicted lateral distribution of the285
signal has been compared to the data recorded by the SD.286
The Monte Carlo predictions have been found to be sys-287
tematically below the observed signals, regardless of the288
hadronic model being used. To match the lateral distribu-289
tions we introduced two parameters that have been adjusted290
to the data. These parameters are RE which acts as a rescal-291
ing of the shower energy, and Rµ which acts as a muon size292
rescaling factor. The values that best reproduce the data293
are shown on Fig. 7 for a set of proton showers only and294
for a set showers from a mixed composition sample whose295
global Xmax distribution matches that of the data.296
In all case the Rµ rescaling factor is larger than one, indi-297
cating a deficit in the predictions, while for RE it is compat-298
ible with 1 for the mixed set and also for the pure proton set299
but only within the systematic uncertainties (mainly origi-300
nating form our absolute energy scale). Independent analy-301
ses using inclined showers or relying on the distinct signal302
shape left by muons in the WCD also point to a deficit of303
muons in the simulations [21, 22].304
In another study, based purely on the SD data we have305
reconstructed the muon production depth profile (MPD,306
[20]). From this profile it is possible to extract the depth of307
maximum production of the muons that reach the ground308
(Xµmax ) which is also a mass indicator as it is linked to the309
longitudinal evolution of the EAS in the atmosphere.310
An interesting aspect of this study is that it gives us a311
second observable, similar to Xmax, that can be converted312
into ￿lnA￿. It is therefore tempting to convert both our313
Xmax and X
µ
max data into ￿lnA￿ using the same interaction 314
model. The result of such conversion is shown on Fig. 8 315
for two models. In the first case, with EPOS-LHC, the 316
two observables convert into an incompatible mass value. 317
According to the model authors [53] this is linked to 318
the better representation of the rapidity gap distribution 319
of the new LHC (p-p). Of course, UHECR collision in 320
atmosphere are not p-p collisions but at least p-Air collisions 321
if not higher masses. The observed apparent contradiction 322
could then simply point at collective effects of the nuclei 323
collisions in the atmosphere. The representation from the 324
second model, QGSJetII-04, seems better but in that case 325
the rapidity gap distribution from the model is in poorer 326
agreement with the LHC data. While one cannot conclude 327
on the quality of a given model from this plot alone, this 328
analysis shows the interest and the power of UHECR data 329
to constrain high energy interaction models. 330
5 Anisotropies 331
The Auger collaboration has also performed extended anal- 332
yses of the UHECR arrival direction distributions in several 333
energy ranges and different angular scales [24, 25, 26, 27]. 334
Some particularly interesting results come out of the 335
analysis of the first harmonic modulation in the right as- 336
cension distribution of the events [24]. The results of these 337
analysis on the equatorial dipole amplitudes is shown on 338
Fig 9 for an extended range in energy covering nearly 4 or- 339
ders of magnitude. While no clear evidence for anisotropy 340
has been found yet it is remarkable to see that in the range 341
from 1 to 10EeV, 3 points are above the 99% CL line, i.e. 342
only one percent of isotropic samples would show an equal 343
or larger amplitudes. 344
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Figure 4: The contributions of different components to the
average signal as a function of zenith angle, for stations at 1
km from the shower core, in simulated 10 EeV proton air
showers illustrated for QGSJET-II-04. The signal size is
measured in units of vertical equivalent muons (VEM), the
calibrated unit of SD signal size [18].
where α is the energy scaling of the muonic signal; it has the
value 0.89 in both the EPOS and QGSJET-II simulations,
independent of composition [19].
Finally, the variance of S(1000)with respect to Sresc must
be estimated for each event. Contributions to the variance
are of two types: the intrinsic shower-to-shower variance in
the ground signal for a given LP, σshwr, and the variance due
to limitations in reconstructing and simulating the shower,
σrec and σsim. The total variance for event i and primary
type j, is σ2i, j = σ2rec,i+σ
2
sim,i, j+σ
2
shwr,i, j.
σshwr is the variance in the ground signals of showers
with matching LPs. This arises due to shower-to-shower
fluctuations in the shower development which result in
varying amounts of energy being transferred to the EM and
hadronic shower components, even for showers with fixed
Xmax and energy. σshwr is irreducible, as it is independent
from the detector resolution and statistics of the simulated
showers. It is determined by calculating the variance in the
ground signals of the simulated events from their respective
means, for each primary type and HEG; it is typically
≈ 16% of Sresc for proton initiated showers and 5% for iron
initiated showers.
σrec contains i) the uncertainty in the reconstruction of
S(1000), ii) the uncertainty in Sresc due to the uncertainty
in the calorimetric energy measurement, and iii) the uncer-
tainty in Sresc due to the uncertainty in Xmax; σrec is typi-
cally 12% of Sresc. σsim contains the uncertainty in Sresc due
to the uncertainty in Sµ and SEM from the S(1000)−wµ fit
and to the limited statistics from having only three simu-
lated events; σsim is typically 10% of Sresc for proton initi-
ated showers and 4% for iron initated showers.
The resultant model of σi, j is checked using the 59 events,
of the 411, which are observed with two FD eyes whose
individual reconstructions pass all required selection cuts
for this analysis. The variance in the Sresc of each eye is
compared to the model for the ensemble of events. All
the contributions to σi, j are present in this comparison
except for σshwr and the uncertainty in the reconstructed
S(1000). The variance of Sresc in multi-eye events is well
represented by the estimated uncertainties using the model.
In addition, the maximum-likelihood fit is also performed
where σshwr is a free parameter rather than taken from the
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Figure 5: The best-fit values of RE and Rµ for QGSJET-II-
04 and EPOS-LHC, for mixed and pure proton composi-
tions. The ellipses show the one-sigma statistical uncertain-
ties. The grey boxes show the estimated systematic uncer-
tainties as described in the text; these will be refined in a
forthcoming journal paper.
models; no significant difference is found between the value
of σshwr from the models, and that recovered when it is a fit
parameter.
The results of the fit for RE and Rµ are shown in Fig.
5 and Table 1 for each HEG. The ellipses show the one-
sigma statistical uncertainty region in the RE −Rµ plane.
The systematic uncertainties in the event reconstruction
of Xmax, EFD and S(1000) are propagated through the
analysis by shifting the reconstructed central values by their
one-sigma systematic uncertainties; this is shown by the
grey rectangles.1 As a benchmark, the results for a purely
protonic composition are given as well2.
The signal deficit is smallest (the best-fit Rµ is the closest
to unity) in the mixed composition case with EPOS. As
shown in Fig. 6, the primary difference between the ground
signals predicted by the two models is the size of the muonic
signal, which is ≈15(20)% larger for EPOS-LHC than
QGSJET-II-04, in the pure proton (mixed composition)
cases respectively. EPOS benefits more than QGSJET-II
when using a mixed composition because the mean primary
mass determined from the Xmax data is larger in EPOS than
in QGSJET-II [20].
4 Discussion and Summary
In this work, we have used hybrid showers of the Pierre
Auger Observatory to quantify the disparity between state-
of-the-art hadronic interaction modeling and observed at-
mospheric air showers of UHECRs. The most important ad-
vance with respect to earlier versions of this analysis[21], in
addition to now having a much larger hybrid dataset and im-
proved shower reconstruction, is the extension of the anal-
1. The values of σsim, σrec and σshwr and the treatment of system-
atic errors used here will be refined with higher statistics Monte
Carlo simulations and using the updated Auger energy and Xmax
uncertainties, for the journal version of this analysis.
2. Respecting the observed Xmax distribution is essential for evalu-
ating shower modeling discrepancies, since atmospheric attenu-
ation depends on the distance-to-ground. This is automatic in
the present analysis, but the simulated LPs – which are selected
to match hybrid events – is a biased subset of all simulated
events for a pure proton composition since with these HEGs
pure proton does not give the observed Xmax distribution.
54
Figure 7: Value of the energy rescaling parameter RE and
muon rescaling parameter Rµ that best represent the Auger
hybrid data at 10 EeV. The predicted energy is compatible
with the observed one (RE is compatible with 1 within the
systematics on the absolute energy scale) while the muon
rescaling parameters demands an increase of at least 20% of
the muon size from the models. ([23]).
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Figure 8: Conversion of the Xmax and X
µ
max observable
to 〈lnA〉 using two different hadronic interaction mod-
els EPOSS-LHC (left) and QGSJetII-04 (right). While
QGSJetIII-04 present a more coherent conversion, EPOS-
LHC offers a better description of the rapidity gap distribu-
tion of p-p collision at the LHC. The modification of this
distribution in EPOS to better reproduce the LHC p-p data is
believed to be responsible for the shift in Xµmax [53].
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analysis that accounts for the non-uniform exposure in
different parts of the sky we introduce weights in the
classical Rayleigh analysis. Each event is weighted with the
inverse of the integrated number of unitary cells at the local
sidereal time of the event. The Fourier coefficients a and b
of the modified Rayleigh analysis are:
a=
2
N
N
∑
i=1
wi cos(αi), b=
2
N
N
∑
i=1
wi sin(αi) (2)
where wi ≡ [∆Ncell(α0i )]−1 with α0i the local sidereal time
of the event with right ascension αi. We express α0i in
radians and chose it so that it is always equal to the right
ascension of the zenith at the center of the array. The sum
runs over the number N of events in the energy range
considered, andN =∑Ni=1wi. The amplitude r and phase ϕ
are calculat d via r=
√
a2+b2 and ϕ = arctan(b/a). They
follow a Rayleigh and a unif rm distributions, respectively,
in the case of underlying isotropy.
Another source of systematic effects is induced by
weather variations, leading both to daily and seasonal mod-
ulations. To eliminate these variations the conversion of
the shower size into energy is performed by relating the
observed shower size to the one that would have been mea-
sured at reference atmospheric conditions. Above 1EeV,
this procedure is sufficient to control the size of the side-
band amplitude to the level of ￿10−3 [5]. Below 1EeV
weather effects hav a significant impact also on the de-
tection efficiency for the regular array with 1.5 km spac-
ing, and hence spurious variations of the counting rates are
amplified. Therefore, we adopt in this case the differential
East−West method [6]. This takes into account the differ-
ence between the event counting rate measured from the
East sector, IE(α0), and the West sector IW (α0). Since the
instantaneous exposure for Eastward and Westward events
is the same, this difference allows us to remove, at first or-
der in the direction, effects of experimental or atmospheric
origin without applying any correc ion, although at the price
of reduci g the sensitivity to the first harmonic modulation.
For the case of the infill, we will use only the East-West
method since we are in this case particularly interested in
the very low energies below full efficiency (while above
3×1017 eV the most sensitive results are obtained from the
larger statistics accumulated by with the regular array with
1.5 km spacing). The amplitude r and phase ϕ can be calcu-
lated from the arrival times of N events using the standard
first harmonic analysis slightly modified to account for the
subtraction of the Western sector to the Eastern one. The
Fourie coefficients aEW and bEW ar defined by:
aEW =
2
N
N
∑
i=1
cos(α0i +ξi), bEW =
2
N
N
∑
i=1
sin(α0i +ξi) (3)
where ξi=0 if the event comes from the Ea t and ξi = π if it
comes from the West (in this way the events from the West
are effectively subtracted). The amplitude r of the right as-
cension modulation determined with the Rayleigh formal-
ism is related to rEW =
￿
a2EW +b
2
EW through the relation
[5] r = π￿cos(δ )￿2￿sin(θ)￿ rEW . Note that the phase determined with
the East-West method as ϕEW = arctan(bEW/aEW ) is re-
lated to the phase determined with the Rayleigh formalism
by ϕ = ϕEW +π/2.
2.2 Analysis at the sidereal frequency
To perform first harmonic analyses as a function of energy,
the choice of the size of the energy bins is important to avoid
the dilution of a genuine signal with the background noise.
The size of the energy bins for the analysis with the array
with 1.5 km spacing was chosen to be ∆ log10(E) = 0.3 be-
low 8EeV (and one single bin for all energies above 8 EeV
was used). This is larger than the energy resolution. For the
analysis with the infill array a bin size of ∆ log10(E) = 0.6
was used. Data from the larger array was used for energies
above 0.25 EeV, and the infill array was used to comple-
ment thi measurem nts own to 0.01 EeV.
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Figure 1: Equatorial dipole amplitude as a function of
energy. The results of the modified Rayleigh analysis are
shown with black circles and blue triangles corresponds to
the analysis with East-West method, in both cases using data
from the array with 1.5 km spacing. Red squares correspond
to data from the infill array using the East-West method.
The dashed lines are the 99% CL upper values of the
amplitude that could result from fluctuations of an isotropic
distribution.
The Rayleigh amplitude r measured by any observatory
can be used to reveal ( r infer) anisotropies projected on
the Ea th equatorial plane. In the case of an unde lying pure
d pol , the relationship between r and the projection of the
dipole on the Earth equatorial plane, d⊥, depends on the
latitude of the observatory and on the range of zenith angles
considered : d⊥ ￿ r/￿cosδ ￿ [5]. d⊥ is the physical quantity
of interest to compare the results of different experiments
and the pure dipole predictions. For the regular array one
has that ￿cosδ ￿ ￿ 0.78 while for the infill this number
results ￿cosδ ￿ ￿ 0.79. The obtained amplitude d⊥ is shown
in Fig. 1 and in Table 1, the dashed line in the plot represents
the upper values of the amplitude which may arise from
fluctuations in an isotropic distribution at 99% CL, denoted
by diso⊥99%. Table 1 shows also the number of events, N,
the phase with its associated uncertainty, the probability
P that an amplitude larger or equal than that observed in
the data arises by chance from an isotropic distribution
(P(> r) = exp(−r2N /4)).
Note that in the energy ranges 1-2 and 2-4 EeV the mea-
sured amplitudes of d⊥ of (1.0± 0.2)% and (1.4± 0.5)%
have a probability to arise by chance from an isotropic dis-
tribution of about 0.03% and 0.9%, while above 8 EeV the
measured amplitude of (5.9±1.6)% has chance probabil-
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ϕ(E) = ϕ0+ϕE arctan
￿
log10 (E/E V )−µ
σ
￿
(4)
To report the midterm status of the prescription, the phase
of the first harmonic is shown in Fig. 3. The top panel
shows th phase derived with data from January 1 2004 to
December 31 2010 for the larger array, that corresponds to
the analysis in [5] and from September 12 2007 to April
11 2011 for the infill. The bottom panel is derived with
data since June 25 2011 up to December 31, 2012. At this
stage, the values as derived from the analysis applied to the
infill array re still affected by larg uncertainties. On the
ther hand, t overall behavi r of the points as derived
from the analysis applied to the regular array shows good
agreement with equation 4, using the same parameters as
the ones derived with data prior to 2011. The final result
of the prescription is expected f r 2015, once the required
exposure is reached.
∆E[EeV] mean noise
0.25 - 0.5 5 × 10−3
0.5 - 1 5 × 10−3
1 - 2 3.5 × 10−3
2 - 4 6.8 × 10−3
4 - 8 1.4 × 10−2
> 8 2.0 × 10−2
Table 2: Mean noise in each energy interval c nsidered in
the analysis of the regular array. T analysi performed
in the two first energy bins us s the E-W method, which
explai s why the mean noise is about two times larger than￿
π/N.
4 Discussion and conclusio s
We have searched for large scale patterns in the arrival di-
rections of events recorded at the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory. No statistically significant deviation from isotr py is
revealed within the systematic uncertainties. T e prob bil-
ities for the dipole amplitudes that are measured to arise
by chance from an isotropic flux are f about 0.03% in the
energy range from 1-2 EeV, 0.9% for 2-4 EeV and 0.1%
above 8 EeV.
These are interesting hints for large scale anisotropies
that will be important to further scrutinise with independent
data. In addition, the intriguing possibility of a smoot
transition from a common phase compatible with the right
ascension of the G lactic Center at energies below 1EeV to
a phase around 100◦ above 5 EeV will be specific lly t sted
through a prescribed test.
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Figure 9: Equatorial dipole amplitude (l ft) and hase (right) evolution as a function of energy. Black circle : modified
Rayleigh analysis, blue tria gles : East-West analysis, red squares infill data with East-West analysis. Three point lie above
the 99%CL line in the amplitude plot while the phase shows a smooth evolution from the galactic centre towards the
galactic anti-centre directions. ([24]).
The phase evolution in the same energy range, also
shown in Fig. 9, has an interesting behavior with a smooth
transition from the galactic centre direction (270◦) to 90◦.
To test the hypoth sis that the phase is underg ing a smooth
transition, we began to independently analyze data obtained
after April 2011. After 18 months the new and independent
data set is showing a similar trend [24]. Another 18 months
of data collection to reach an aperture of 21,000 km2 sr with
the independent data set is needed before the trend can be
confirmed.
It is interesti g to note that d spite the possible hi ts
for CR anisotropy discussed above, any such anisotropy
would be remarkably small (at the % level). The Auger
collaboration is therefore able to place stringent limits on
the equatorial dipole amplitude d⊥ as shown in Fig. 10. In
this figure, the predictions labeled A and S correspond to
models in which cosmic rays at 1 EeV are predominantly
of galactic origin. They escape from the galaxy by diffusion
and drift motion and this causes the predicted anisotropies.
A and S stand for two different alactic magnetic field
symmetries (antisymmetric and symmetric). In the model
labeled Gal [54] a purely galactic origin is assumed for
all cosmic rays up to the highest energies. In this case
the anisotropy is caused by purely diffusive motion due
to the turbulent component of the magnetic field. Some
of these amplitudes are challenged by our current bounds.
The prediction labeled C-G Xgal is the expectation fr
the Compton-Getting effect for extragalactic cosmic rays
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∆E[EeV] N d⊥±σd⊥ [%] ϕ±∆ϕ [◦] P(> d⊥) [%] diso⊥99% [%] dul⊥ [%]
Infill 0.01 - 0.025 11819 15 ±6.3 334± 25 5.9 19 28.6
East-West 0.025 - 0.1 428028 0.3±0.8 122±180 92 2.4 2.2
Method 0.1 - 0.25 223342 1.4±0.9 277± 39 28 2.9 3.5
East-West 0.25 - 0.5 720224 0.4±0.5 280±180 75 1.6 1.5
Method 0.5 - 1 1081810 0.8±0.4 258± 30 13 1.2 1.6
1 - 2 557829 1.0±0.2 335±14 0.03 0.7 1.5
Modified 2 - 4 148790 1.4±0.5 8 ±19 0.9 1.4 2.5
Rayleigh 4 - 8 31270 2.5±1.0 63 ±25 5.5 3.1 4.8
> 8 12292 5.9±1.6 86 ±16 0.1 4.9 9.4
Table 1: Results of first harmonic analyses in different energy intervals. Data from the regular SD were used above 0.25 EeV,
with the East-West method up to 1 EeV and the modified Rayleigh method above 1 EeV. Data from the infill array was used
for energies between 0.01 and 0.25 EeV with the East-West method.
ity of only 0.1%. Since several energy bins were searched,
these numbers do not represent absolute probabilities. They
constitute interesting hints for large scale anisotropies that
will be important to further scrutinise with enlarged statis-
tics.
2.3 Upper limits on the dipole
The upper limits on d⊥ at 99%CL are given in Table 1
and shown in Fig. 2, together with previous results from
EAS-TOP [7], ICE-CUBE [8] KASCADE [9], KASCADE-
Grande [10] and AGASA [11], and with some predictions
for the anisotropies arising from models of both galactic
and extragalactic cosmic ray origin.
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Figure 2: Upper limit at 99%CL for the equatorial dipole
amplitude as a function of energy. In red are the limits
obtained in this work over the full energy range of the Auger
Observatory. Results from AGASA are shown in blue, from
KASCADE and KASCADE-Grande in magenta, EAS-TOP
in orange and ICE-CUBE in grey. Predictions from different
models are displayed, labeled as A, S, Gal and C-G Xgal
(see text).
The prediction labeled A and S correspond to a model
in wich cosmic rays at 1 EeV are predominantly of galactic
origin, and their escape from the galaxy by diffusion and
drift motion causes the anisotropies. A and S stand for two
different galactic magnetic field symmetries (antisymmetric
and symmetric)[12]. In the model labeled Gal [13] a purely
galactic origin is assumed for cosmic rays up to the highest
energies, and the anisotropy is caused by purely diffusive
motion due to the turbulent component of the magnetic
field. Some of these amplitudes are challenged by our
current bounds. The prediction labeled C-G Xgal [14]
is the expectation from the Compton-Getting effect for
extragalactic cosmic rays due to the motion of our galaxy
with respect to the frame of extragalactic isotropy, assumed
to be determined by the cosmic microwave background.
The bounds reported here already exclude the particular
model with an antisymmetric halo magnetic field (A) above
energies of 0.25 EeV and the Gal model at few EeV ener-
gies, and are starting to become sensitive to the predictions
of the model with a symmetric field.
3 Phase of the first harmonic and
prescription
In previous publications of first harmonic analyses in right
ascension [5, 15], the Pierre Auger Collaboration reported
the intriguing possibility of a smooth transition from a
common phase of α ￿ 270◦ in the first two bins below
1EeV to a phase α ￿ 100◦ above 5EeV. The phase at
lower energies is compatible with the right ascension of
the Galactic Center αGC ￿ 268.4◦. It was pointed out that
this consistency of phases in adjacent energy intervals
is expected with a smaller number of events than the
detection of amplitudes standing out significantly above the
background noise in the case of a real underlying anisotropy.
This behaviour motivated us to design a prescription
with the intention of establishing at 99% CL whether this
consistency in phases in adjacent energy intervals is real.
Taking advantage of the wide energy range that the Pierre
Auger Observatory is capable to scan thanks to the infill
array, the test makes use of all data above 1016 eV. Thus,
once an exposure of 21,000 km2 sr yr is accumulated by the
regular SD array from June 25 2011 on, and applying the
same first harmonic analyses described in [5] and performed
here 1, a positive anisotropy signal will be claimed within
a global threshold of 1% if any, or both, of the following
tests succeed:
• Using the infill data, an alignment of phases around
the value ϕ = 263◦ is detected by a likelihood ratio
test with a chance probability less than 0.5%, assum-
ing an amplitude signal of 0.5% over the whole en-
ergy range analysed.
• Using the regular SD data, an alignment of phases
around the curve defined by eq. 4 is detected by the
likelihood ratio test with a chance probability less
than 0.5%, assuming an amplitude signal comparable
to the current mean noise in each energy interval (see
Tab. 2).
1. Though a change in the binning for the infill has been
made to ∆ log10(E) = 0.3 and a single bin between 17.6<
log10(E/EeV)<18.3 because of the low statistics.
58
Figure 10: Upper limit at 99%CL for the equatorial dipole
amplitude as a function of energy. In red are the limits ob-
tained over the full energy range of the Auger Observatory.
Results from AGASA are shown in blue, from KASCADE
and KASCADE-Grande in magenta, EAS-TOP in orange
and ICE-CUBE in grey. Predictions from different mod-
els are displayed, labeled as A, S, Gal and C-G Xgal (see
text).([24]).
due to the otion of our galaxy with respect to the fr me
of extragalactic isotro y, assumed to be determined by the
cosmic microwav background.
Th bounds reported here a ready exclude the particular
model with an antisymmetric halo m gnetic fie d (A) bove
energies f 0.25 EeV and the Gal model at few EeV energies,
and ar st rting to bec me sensitive to the redictions of
the model with a symmetric field. (see [24] and r ferences
therein for m re details).
We have also conducted search s for dipole and
quadrupole modulations reconstructed simultaneously in
declination and right ascension. The upper limits presented
in [25] are shown in Fig. 11. They are presented along with
generic estimates of the dipole amplitudes expected from
stationary galactic sources distributed in the disk consider-
ing two extreme cases of single primaries: protons and iron
nuclei. This figure illustrates the potential power of these
observational limits.
While other magnetic field models, source distributions
and emission assumptions must be considered, in this
particular examples we can exclude the hypothesis that
the light component of cosmic rays comes from stationary
sources densely distributed in the Galactic disk and emitting
in all directions.
6 Conclusions
The Auger observatory is producing measurements of the
UHECR properties over 4 orders of magnitude in energy
(from 0.01 Eev to above 100 EeV). A synthesis of those
measurements is presented in Fig. 12 where one can scruti-
nize the quality and coherence of those observations.
The astrophysical interpretation of that data is however
still delicate as most properties of the UHECR sources are
still unknown. When treating the sources distributions and
cosmological evolutions, their spectral indexes, their com-
positions and their maximum energies as free parameters
many different interpretations can lead to an acceptable re-
production of our Xmax spectrum data. Leaving alone the
Constraints on the origin of CR from large scale anisotropy searches in PAO data
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Fig. 3: 99%C.L. upper limits on dipole and quadrupole amplitudes as a function of the energy. Some generic anisotropy expectations
from stationary galactic sources distributed in the disk are also shown, for various assumptions on the cosmic ray composition. The
fluctuations (RMS) of the amplitudes due to the stochastic nature of the turbulent component of the magnetic field are sampled from
different simulation data sets and are shown by the bands.
an isotropic distribution are indicated by the dotted line.
One can see, similarly to the results from the alysis in
[19], interesting hi ts for large scale anisotropi s that will
be important to further scrutinize with independent data.
Figure 2 shows the corresponding reconstructed directions
in orthographic projection with the associated uncertainties,
as a function of the energy. Both angles are expected to be
randomly distributed in the case of independent samples
whose parent distribution is isotropic. It is thus interesting to
note that all reconstructed declinations are in the equatorial
southern hemisphere, and to note also the intriguing smooth
alignment of the phases in right ascension as a function
of the energy. In our previous report on first harmonic
analysis in right ascension [18], we already pointed out this
alignment, and stressed that such a consistency of phases in
adjacent energy intervals is expected with smaller number
of events than the detection of amplitudes standing-out
significantly above the background noise in the case of a
real underlying anisotropy. This motivated us to design a
prescription aimed at establishing at 99%C.L. whether this
consistency in phases is real, using the exact same analysis
as the one reported in [18]. See [19] for an update of this
analysis.
Upper bounds on the dipole and quadrupole amplitudes
have been obtained at the 99% C.L. The bounds on the
dipole amplitudes as a function of energy are shown in the
left panel of Figure 3 along with generic estimates of the
dipole amplitudes expected from stationary galactic sources
distributed in the disk considering two extreme cases of
single primaries: protons and iron nuclei. As an illustrative
case we consider the Bisymmetric Spiral Structure (BSS)
model with anti-symmetric halo with respect to the galactic
plane [20] and a turbulent field generated according to a
Kolmogorov power spectrum. Furthermore, assuming that
the angular distribution of cosmic rays is modulated by a
dipole and a quadrupole, the 99%C.L. upper bounds on the
quadrupole amplitude λ+ that could result from fluctuations
of an isotropic distribution are shown in the right part of
Figure 3 together with expectations considering the same
astrophysical scenario described before. We will continue
monitoring the contribution from higher moments in the
flux.
While other magnetic field models, source distributions
and emission assumptions must be considered, the example
considered here illustrates the potential power of these
observational limits on the dipole anisotropy to exclude the
hypothesis that the light component of cosmic rays comes
from stationary sources densely distributed in the Galactic
disk and emitting in all directions.
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fact that all sources need not to be equal ! Additionally, the
inclusion of our anisotropy results adds more complexity
but, there again, the unknowns on the Galactic and extra-
galactic magnetic fields and on the source distributions and
composition leave much space for speculations.
Nevertheless, taking at face value the current mo el
conversi n of our Xmax data into m sses and adding the
information of our spectrum measurement, it is possib
that the cut-off region represents more a consequence of
the source maximal acceleration energy (of the order of
4 EeV for proton) than a propagation effect as expected
from the GZK scenario. However, taking into account the
remaining non-trivial correlatio observed in our highest
energy events with the VCV catalog (see figure 12, the
correlation signal is 2σ above the expected fraction for an
isotropic sky) the presence of a sub-dominant fraction (less
than about 20%) of protons may be expected in this region.
The identification of this sub-dominant fraction will require
an excellent mass determinatio capability in this energy
range - something similar to the current FD performances
on the measurement of the EAS longitudinal development
but with a 100% duty cycle. Note also that in such scenarios
the spectral features originate from the sources properties
rather than from interaction of the bulk of the cosmic rays
with the CMB. Magnetic deflections in transit to Earth also
are important.
Still in the cut-off region another interpretative option is
to cons der a possible change in th hadronic interactions
of protons at the highest energies. Such modification would
make the proton EAS look like those currently modeled
from heavier nuclei. The difficulty encountered in constrain-
ing the high energy interaction generators at energies one or
two orders of magnitude above the LHC leaves some room
for such a scenario. Additional data from UHECR includ-
ing in particular the muonic content of EAS will definitely
help in reducing those unknowns.
In the Ankl region the question is still open as to whether
the break observed in the spectrum is the consequence of a
propagation effect or the signature of a transition between
two types of sources (be they both Galactic or not). Several
key observables, if they are combined, will help to resolve
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Figure 5: The combined energy spectrum of UHECRs as mea-
sured at the Pierre Auger Observatory. The numbers give the total
number of events inside each bin. The last three arrows represent
upper limits at 84% C.L.
Parameter Result (±σstat±σsys)
log10(Ea/eV) 18.72±0.01±0.02
γ1 3.23±0.01±0.07
γ2 2.63±0.02±0.04
log10(E1/2/eV) 19.63±0.01±0.01
log10Wc 0.15±0.01±0.02
Table 2: Parameters, with statistical and systematic uncertainties,
of the model describing the combined energy spectrum measured
at the Pierre Auger Observatory.
brid spectrum down by 6%. Compared to the previous pub-
lication, the precision in determining the spectral index be-
low the ankle has increased significantly, mainly due to the
addition of the 750m array. We report a slightly flatter spec-
trum below the ankle (now: 3.23±0.01 (stat) ±0.07 (sys),
previous publication: 3.27± 0.02) and an increase of Ea
(now: 18.72± 0.01 (stat) ± 0.02 (sys), previous publica-
tion: 18.61±0.01) [22]. The large systematic uncertainties
in γ1 are dominated by the uncertainty of the resolution
model used for correcting the measured flux. At the same
time, the uncertainty in the energy scale of 14% is propa-
gated into the final result.
The combined energy spectrum is compared to fluxes
from three astrophysical scenarios in Fig. 6. Shown are
models assuming pure proton or iron composition. The
fluxes result from different assumptions of the spectral index
β of the source injection spectrum and the source evolution
parameter m. The model lines have been calculated using
CRPropa [30] and validated with SimProp [31].
5 Summary
The flux of cosmic rays above 3×1017 eV has been mea-
sured at the Pierre Auger Observatory combining data from
surface and fluorescence detectors. The spectral features are
determined with unprecedented statistical precision. The
fitted parameters are compatible with previous results given
the change in the energy scale. There is an overall uncer-
tainty of the revised energy scale of 14% [23]. Current re-
sults from Xmax measurements and an interpretation of the
measurements concerning mass composition are presented
in [28, 29]. The spectrum as measured with the SD 750m
array is presented in more detail at this conference in [9].
Figure 6: The combined energy spectrum compared to energy
spectra from different astrophysical scenarios (see text).
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Figure 12: An overall view of the Auger results showing the variety of the observables and the oherence of their behavior.
The blue bands correspond to the Ankle region where features are observed in the spectrum, mass and anisotropy data. The
red bands corresponds to the cut-off region where, unfortunately, due to the low duty cycle of the fluorescence technique
the mass information is missing. For completeness the VCV correlation (from [55]) is also shown as an energy ordered plot.
The onset of the correlation signal is visible at about 55 EeV.
the issue. An anisotropy study for at l ast two different
mass spectra (one light, one heavy) from 0.1 EeV up to
10 EeV would for example allow to distinguish between
a propagation effect and a source transition scenario. The
key is to cover a wide enough energy range t connect
adequately the new data to that measured by observatories at
lower energies such as those from KASCADE-Grande [56].
Additional information such as the limits on the photon
fractions in the EeV range and/or the neutrino fluxes will
also bring interesting light into both regions. The absence
of cosmogenic photons or neutrinos, for example, would
indicate clearly that there are no (or v ry few) proton
sources in the cosmos with limiting energy well above the
GZK cut-off.
The Auger observatory will continue aking data for the
years to come and the collaboration is deeply engaged in
improvements and upgrades of our detection systems. We
aim at covering the open issues discussed abov .
At the low energy end (between 0.01 and 1 EeV) we have
the HEAT and AMIGA extensions. We have also recently
modified the local trigger conditions of the surface array
detectors to lower our full trigger efficiency threshold. It is
now about 1 EeV for the 1.5 km array (it was 3 EeV before).
This improvement will provide us with about 5 times more
events in this energy range than what we had before. This
will allow us to augment significantly our sensitivity to
anisotropy searches. In addition, because this new triggering
scheme is less sensitive to individual muons entering the
WCDs, it will allow us to improve significantly our photon
sensitivity. Together with the increased statistics this opens
great perspectives for the cosmogenic photon searches.
At the high energy end, the upgrade of our SD array is
under study to provide us with a detector able to measure
both the muon content and the age of the shower at ground.
This two observables will give us the means to identify the
UHECR composition on an event-by-event basis up to the
highest energies. The collaboration is evaluating several
detect r options t at can in principle fulfill these ambitious
scientific goals [57].
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